New flashings

NEWS

New flashings in the offer
BP2 Brand is continuously developing and tailoring their products to the needs of their customers.
Hence, we have updated our flashings offer that saves installation time on the roof and ensures solid
execution as well as highest aesthetics. Their professional installation is the key to the success of
roofing details crafted with diligence.

BARGE FLASHING III
Two-piece edge element of the roof that consists of a
drain pipe and top barge flashing. It is characterized by
aesthetic side ribs. Additionally, due to mounting recesses
located in the bottom section, no screws are required in
the top section of the barge flashing. Installation is carried
out by folding the top edge.

Further information regarding new flashings can be found below:

Find out more
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WALL FLASHING WITH AN
EXPANSION JOINT STRIP
The following two-piece flashing ensures the tightness of
the connection between the main flashing and the wall.
It enables a thermal shift between steel sheets without
unsealing them.

EAVES TRIM
The following flashing discharges condensate from the
roof to the gutter (in case of face hooks) or outside the
universal gutter fascia (in case of rafter hooks).
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LAMBDA 2.0 PANEL FASTENER
The following flashing provides a cross-connection of the
panels using the so-called folding method. It guarantees
high aesthetics of the connection.
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BARGE FLASHING III - LAMBDA 2.0
Roof edge element characterized by aesthetic side ribs.
Additionally, due to mounting recesses located in the
bottom section, mounting screws are almost invisible to
the eye.

UNIVERSAL VERGE TRIM/BARGE
FLASHING EXTENSION
Universal verge trim is characterized
by a special bottom bend used to
cover the exposed edges of the soffit
board. It also serves as a barge
flashing extension.

